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The buzz around Account-Based Marketing continues to rise

HOW DOES A B2B MARKETING METHODOLOGY ASCEND SO FAST
TO CLAIM THE MANTLE OF ‘ESSENTIAL’?
Account-based Marketing or ABM has ascended rapidly from relative
obscurity to being one of the most talked about trends in B2B marketing.
The industry dialogue from only a year ago has changed enormously.
From three years ago it’s almost unrecognizable.
How did this happen so fast? Is ABM really that new? If so, how? What
does this mean for B2B marketers? And where to from here?
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First Things First
Let’s start with a working de nition of
Account-Based Marketing (ABM).
Apologies in advance to our peers who no
doubt have their own version.
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organization.
But is any of this really that di erent from
how B2B rms have pursued business in the
past?

ABM can be de ned as an account-centric
marketing approach that proactively
selects and targets desirable accounts
(whether existing or future potential
clients) and engages them through
hyper-focused outbound marketing
activities that deliver a personalized and
relevant buying experience to each
decision-maker.
By its nature ABM demands a strategic
approach that is aligned with corporate

ABM forces discipline with Account data management

goals yet has the power to reshape them.
A fundamental goal of ABM is to maximize
long-term value of each account by better
understanding their needs and mobilizing
your rm’s resources to better serve those
needs consistently over time, in the
process creating more sustainable longterm growth.
The key di erence with traditional lead
generation marketing activities is that ABM
is proactive and outbound, as opposed to
passive and inbound. With ABM, even
inbound leads are proactively monitored in
real-time to check whether any targeted
accounts have been engaging with your

Same Same…
The fact is that B2B businesses have been
systematically targeting accounts for
decades. However, most of this has been on
the sales side of the business and not the
marketing side.
Many account-centric approaches such as
target account selling have provided many
sales organizations with a structured
framework to identify sought-after
accounts, target key decision-makers,
formulate an account plan to penetrate and
sell, then execute the plan and track results.
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Sound familiar?
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ABM has delivered mass customization to
B2B marketing—similar to the way Dell

Many of the bene ts of account-centric

pioneered mass customization in consumer

approaches in the past are similar to today:

electronics.

more focused and productive e ort, higher
long-term account value, shorter sales
cycles, better allocation of resources, better
tracking of progress and more reliable
forecasting.
So if they are so similar, what’s new?

…Only Di erent
A lot is new. So much so that ABM is
fundamentally di erent today from
anything that has come before—including
any ABM practiced more than two or three
years ago. Much has changed.
So what are the di erences?
One thing stands head and shoulders

The basic MarTech stack is no longer “basic”

above the rest: Technology.
Rapid advances in how marketing is
harnessing technology have opened up
whole new worlds of possibility for
marketers. The digital age has delivered
unprecedented control over marketing data
and the ability to track activity to a
staggering level of detail, combined with

For the rst time, B2B marketers can
simultaneously select and target thousands
of decision-makers and provide them with
personalized content and experiences
speci cally relevant to them, and monitor
their engagement individually while moving
them closer towards a buying decision.

virtually limitless analytical power. The
consequences are signi cant.
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The bene ts to B2B marketers of ABM’s

This has been the rst and obvious place

mass customization are substantial:

for ABM to take hold and ourish. But the
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picture is expanding.
●

Mass scalability

●

Greater e ciency

ABM’s appeal is further ampli ed in fast

●

Unprecedented tracking and

growing industries, especially where

metrics

competition is strong and a land grab for

●

Superior visibility and forecasting

market share is under way. In such

●

Better performance, and

●

Improved marketing ROI

—to name a few.

circumstances, penetrating new markets
faster and more e ectively than your
competitors is a strategic imperative—and
ABM is the ultimate weapon and ally in
achieving this goal.

When is ABM Most Relevant?
And For Whom?
OK, so if mass customization delivers all

The Democratization of ABM

these spin-o bene ts, when is ABM most

But the appeal of account-based marketing

relevant? And for whom?

extends further still. The scale and
e ciency that technology delivers to ABM

Modern ABM is still in a relatively early

means that, executed well, it will

adoption phase. But it’s moving so fast that

steadily—even rapidly—reduce the

who it is relevant for and when it is relevant

importance of relevance factors such as

are moving targets. Its natural user base is

those mentioned above.

steadily expanding, and this process has a
long way to go.

For those who can perform account-based
marketing well and make optimal use of

What factors dictate ABM’s usefulness and

marketing technology, ABM will become

relevance? ABM is especially suited to B2B

increasingly viable for:

rms that have:
●

Less complex sales with

●

Complex sales processes

●

Less decision-makers,

●

Multiple decision-makers

●

Shorter native sales cycles and

●

Long sales cycles

●

Smaller size deals

●

Large deal sizes
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As this process plays out, there will be a de

a full ABM program. It’s wholly possible to

facto democratization of account-based

deploy some elements before others and

marketing, where more and more B2B

tap still the bene ts ABM has to o er.
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marketers nd that ABM is a useful
technique they can use bene cially in their
own industry.

One Step at a Time

So How Did ABM Rise to
Prominence So Damn
Quickly Anyway?
To answer this question we need go no

Bit by bit, ABM has the potential to expand

further than looking at the industry that

and ourish across large portions of the

created this new methodology.

B2B landscape. For the most part this will
be an organic process driven by innovators

The marketing technology industry,

and competitive forces.

somewhat ironically, is exactly the type of
industry for which ABM is ideally suited to:

As soon as one player in an industry

high-growth, highly competitive, and B2B. It

deploys ABM to positive measurable e ect,

can bene t enormously from deploying its

it will be only a matter of time before all

own creation to accelerate its growth

other competitors in the industry are forced

selling more of its own creation. The result

to take notice—as results show up in their

is marketing technology being marketed by

top lines and bottom lines.

marketers to other marketing technology
marketers to help them improve their

This is why ABM is such a big deal—it has

marketing.

the potential to transform a huge portion of
B2B business to be more e cient in driving

The result is a kind of “marketing cubed”

growth with less resources. While this is a

echo-chamber e ect that has fueled ABM’s

story that will unfold over years, there’s

stellar rise to prominence, perhaps faster

much to be learned from those those

than any marketing methodology before.

industries embracing ABM at a breakneck

That’s why there’s so much talk about ABM

pace.

so suddenly: the industry that created ABM
is one of its own biggest target markets and

There are intermediate approaches too:

is deploying all its marketing prowess to

ABM doesn’t have an on/o switch where

inform B2B marketers everywhere.

you’re either completely doing it or not at
all. There are many elements that comprise
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Transparency and Accountability Are Here to Stay
You could be excused for believing in an overactive marketing hype cycle, but if you take a
moment to carefully consider the implications of account-based marketing and marketing
technology for B2B marketers, it’s not di cult to conclude that the attention is warranted.
ABM heralds the dawn of a new era in B2B marketing where e ectiveness must be proven,
and where transparency of results, accountability for performance and marketing ROI will
rule the world of B2B marketers.
Some industries will be exposed to these forces sooner and more intensely than others, but
one thing is certain: Account-Based Marketing will continue to grow and permeate the world
of B2B marketing.
It’s here to stay.

spearMaven is the vision of two 20-year+ Silicon Valley-based tech marketers who, in
solving the Account-Based Marketing process conundrum, began an ardent journey to
make enabling technology and methodologies available to all B2B companies.
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888-600-9537
www.spearmaven.com
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